Preston County’s Sports Leader
Up next for Pirates and
the W.Va. Black Bears
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W.Va. Black Bears vs. Auburn
Doubledays
Tonight at 7:05 p.m.
W.Va. Black Bears vs. State
College Spikes
August 6 at 4:05 p.m.
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Pirates vs. Chicago Cubs
Tonight at 7:05 p.m.
Pirates vs. Los Angeles Dodgers
August 7 at 7:05 p.m.
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‘I can do just about anything they do’
Despite one
hand, Haskiell
excels in sports

tice. So, the Rattlers made
adjustments heading into
the 2015 season. One big
change was adding a second
age group into the mix. Today they have what’s called
the 11U and 12U teams.
“The two teams played in
16 tournaments this season combined. We reached
the championship game 10
times and won two of the
tournaments,” Upole said.
“The 2015 11U and 12U
teams had 50 wins combined.”
Along with Upole, Dwight
Haskiell helps out as an assistant coach for the 11U.
Haskiell has a deep history
with Preston County and
baseball. He was involved
in the Terra Alta Youth
League for many years and
was Preston High’s baseball coach at one time. But
even with all that experience, success for a traveling
team at this level is not an
easy proposition.

MORGANTOWN — West
Virginia held its first football
practice of the 2015 season,
a day which gets the mind to
wandering and the mouth to
watering.
Why?
Because football is …
• Color. It is the changing
of the leaves in the fall. The
team colors, be they gold and
blue or orange and white,
become a splash of oil on a
green canvas field.
• Noise. Oh, the noise. Eat
-- — Pitt! “Take Me Home,
Country Roads.” Karl Joseph
stopping a ball carrier in his
tracks. “Blue, 24 … Green 18
… Omaha … Hut, hut.”
• Tailgating. This is tradition. It is friendship. It is
the only thing that can get
you up and out at 9 a.m. on
a Saturday morning after a
Friday night reverie. “Pass
the burgers, gimme a cold
beer and can we win today?”
• The expectation of kickoff. Standing there waiting
as the kicker counts his players. The ball is placed down.
The kicker’s hand is up, then
comes down and he moves
forward as the crowd roars.
There is the thud of foot
meeting football, a sound
like no other no matter how
inflated the ball may be. It
floats high in the air, spinning crazily, then comes to
earth and you are underway.
• The poetry of motion.
A runner sweeping wide
around end or breaking loose
into the secondary through
a hole. A receiver shakes,
then bakes and finally
breaks loose as the ball floats
through the air, defying
gravity until it rests into his
hands, timed out perfectly, in
stride for six points.
• Flags. Yes, this is the Big
12, and there will be flags.
OK, you don’t love them,
unless it’s the other team
holding or a touchdown
against the hometown heroes
is called back. What a referee
… but wait, next play there’s
an interception, same guy
calls interference. “Kill the
bum!” the same people who
were cheering now chant.
• Halftime. Ah, halftime.
The Pride of West Virginia
marching band heads on to
the field, music filling the
air, each move precise, as
well-scripted as the best play
Dana Holgorsen has in his
playbook. You head for a beer
and a dog and the line at the
restroom.
• Sunburn or frost bite.
That’s right, this is a game
for all seasons. Day games
in September can leave you
burned to a crisp, sitting out
in 88 degrees for three-anda-half hours has a way of doing that. By the ninth game,
though, you have broken out
the winter stuff, scraping
ice from the windows of the
car before leaving for the
stadium. Beer? “No, give me
coffee … with a shot in it.
Ah, that’s better.”

See SUCCESS, B2

See FOOTBALL, B2
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Ethan Haskiell, 13, winds up for the pitch at a recent home game.

Tony covered his one hand
and stopped using it for an
extended period of time to
not only attempt to relate
to him, but to also discover
methods that would make
it more feasible for him to
function more efficiently
with everyday tasks.
Even before Ethan turned
1-year-old, Tony would pass
a baseball to him while he
was on a couch or a chair.
“He’d be able to reach
over and grab the ball and
throw it back to me before
he was even walking,” Tony
said. “His eye and hand
coordination, he had that
from the beginning.”
With younger siblings
Tanner, 10, and Jared, 8,
he never observed the dif-

ferences between them.
By the time he started
kindergarten and elementary school, Ethan became
more cognizant of his defect. His classmates would
stare, sometimes inquiring
about it. Without hesitation, he acknowledged it.
“I didn’t really think much
about it — just these kids
have two hands, and I have
one,” Ethan said. “I can do
just about anything they do.”
Being accustomed to the
questions and the looks, he
was still attempting to catch
up to his peers in the athletic
arena. As much as he enjoyed
basketball, he struggled to
dribble the ball with just
the one hand. Other players
would put pressure on his left

side, which hindered him in
the worst way.
Was he frustrated? Yes.
But from that vexation, a
newfound
determination
and grit was cultivated, a
new sense of mission for him
to pursue.
“I would just have to work
harder, just overcome it,” he
said.
An incalculable number of
hours were spent on the basketball court, practicing his
dribbling skills. At one time
unable to dribble the basketball more than once, Ethan
ran up and down the court
at the new Central Preston
Middle School gymnasium in
June, dribbling the ball with
ease.
On the baseball field, he

worked his way up to being
able to pitch a few innings for
most games, also splitting his
time at shortstop, first base
and catcher.
Tony said he has always
been a year behind his peers
in hitting. While playing on
the 9-10 year old league,
Ethan was hitting up to 160
feet on a 180-foot field. The
following year, he increased
his momentum to 190 feet on
a 200 foot field. Now consistently above 200 feet on his
bigger hits, he is playing on a
250-300 foot field now.
“The power is coming, but
it will be hard for him to have
a lot of power with the one
hand,” Tony said.

See HASKIELL, B2

Garrett Timber Rattlers find success on field
by John Dahlia
EDITOR

TERRA ALTA — Three
years ago Gary Upole of
Terra Alta created the traveling baseball team, the
Garrett Timber Rattlers,
because he wanted to give
young, local athletes the
chance to experience something different.
“I created the team to
give kids a chance to experience something better than
what local youth leagues focus on,” Upole said. “Local
all-star tournaments and
teams are less competitive
and fewer kids participate
than in years past.”
Back in the summer of
2013, the Timber Rattlers started with one age
group, but it quickly grew
to include what Upole calls,
“elite players” from Preston County and neighboring Garrett County, Md.
“Our first year went
well,” Upole explained. “We
played in four or five trav-
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Football is
a little of
everything

by Nicole Lemal
CORRESPONDENT

KINGWOOD — Standing by second base, Ethan
Haskiell surveyed the baseball field and his teammates
who were awaiting the first
pitch of the inning.
“Let’s go,” the 13-year
old said to them. Silence ensued. Players redirect their
focus forward and appear
more prepared with his encouraging statements. Several plays later, he takes his
leadership skills to home
plate.
Walking up to home plate,
he positioned his bat to his
comfort. He took a swing,
hitting a ground ball out
into right field. Although he
isn’t known as a power hitter, he consistently makes
contact with the ball to get
on base.
After some time, the chatter commenced.
“Who is that boy playing baseball with just one
hand?” they asked one
another. Haskiell turned
around with that knowing
glance and a slight smile
on his face. For him, it’s
become part of the game.
“Whenever
they’re
talking about you, then
you’re just like, ‘Oh, they
noticed,’ and you’re proud
about it and you’re just
like, ‘I can’t mess up here,’”
Haskiell said. “You have to
be the best you can be. You
want to try to not mess up,
but at the same time you
want to have fun. You want
to act like you don’t notice,
but at the same time, you
don’t want to completely
notice it.”
It’s all Haskiell knows.
Born without a right hand,
he is the oldest child of
three boys. When his father Tony was aware of
his defect shortly after he
was born, he and his wife
JoLeen started doing research. As Ethan got older,
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The 2015 Garrett Timber Rattlers: kneeling from left: William Moon, Jamison Warnick, Bradyn
Speir and Brayden Upole; standing from left: Darian Bauer, Isaac Upole, Zach Hallenbeck, Bryce
Snyder, Mason Brenneman, Chance Ritchey, Nick Butina and Camden Friend. Coaches not pictured: Gary Upole, Doug Brenneman, Dwight Haskiell, Todd Snyder and Brian Ritchey.

el tournaments and made it
to one championship game.
We were never out matched
with talent but always outmatched with the sheer vol-

ume of practice time the
other teams had over the
course of the season.”
Upole learned a lot from
that first season. In year

number two, they played
in seven tournaments and
won two championships.
But the biggest difference
was experience and prac-

